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moving down to Daggahmodo on foot through Babilli, and
since transport of any kind was lacking, justifiably feeding
his men on the country, Somali meat and camel's milk.
He had to hurry because of the movement then threatened
by Olol Dinle and his Shaveli bandas in the south, which
culminated later in their defeat by Dedjaz Bayenna Mared
at Karanle. Dedjaz Amde had arrived in Jijiga by the end
of December also, raising the garrison to nearly five thousand
though the sum total in the Ogaden had decreased in the
interval: Dedjaz Hapte Mikael had been tipping his spear
to such effect in Daggahbur that over seven hundred of
his men had deserted.
January was not over before Makonnen and his twelve
hundred men were encamped near Jijiga, and the motor
road to Daggahmodo necessitated by Abebe's occupation
of the town had been finished. Simultaneously Graziani
pounced on Ras Desta between the rivers Dawa and Dorya
west of Dolo, mangled him with tanks in easy country, and
drove him back across cotton soil and open pampas to
Sidamo.
The panic in Addis was great. Government departments
like the customs were combed for reinforcements to Sidamo,
and transport was commandeered. Abebe in faraway
Daggahmodo heard of his brother's distress and sent orders
to his province of Gofa for men to aid him. Fifty Gofas
turned out and marched to Adola—this is typical, I think,
of the Amharic feudal system as well as of the disorder
reigning under Desta. Desta gave them no food : of fifty,
there were twenty constantly travelling to and fro between
Adola and Gofa to supply the remaining thirty ; while
the Ras enjoyed a five-course meal daily, with champagne
for distinguished visitors.
Desta had enchained Fitoraris Adama and Tadama on
their arrival at Adola : because, as he averred, they had
not brought back all the automatic rifles which he had
entrusted to them, and had retreated without orders. The
soldiers of the Fitoraris, who knew that if they served under
Desta directly they would get no food, and who liked their
leaders—both good fighters—reminded Desta that he had
himself retreated at breakneck speed when the Fitoraw
were still making progress against the enemy, and advised
him, with various unmistakable cut-throat gestures, to release

